Audience – Skype users interested in learning more about their conversation patterns.

Motivation – With this visualization we want to allow people to have artifacts of their conversations. People can have a gallery of sorts of their conversations. People can also use the image as an archival tool.

Description –

About one minute into the conversation. One person is blue the other is red. Words appear around a circle (like in the conversation clock).
This is a few more minutes into the conversation. When a word is repeated, instead of repeating the word on the screen, the first instance is found and the font is made larger. Then if both users had said that word the color is mixed, weighted by the number of times each user has said the word. That word also moves closer to the center.
After a few more minutes, participants get a tag cloud like feeling. With the larger words representing which words are said the most, the users get an idea of what they talked about by just a quick glance.